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10 Reporting Performance

This chapter familiarizes you with options for analysis, administration, and optimization of reporting performance. It introduces the tools contained in SAP BW for analysis and improvement, and discusses the effects of query design on performance.

We've already addressed reporting performance to some extent in Chapter 6, which dealt with data modeling, and we'll discuss it further in Chapter 11, which focuses on aggregates. Good reporting performance presupposes the design aspects discussed in data modeling and creating appropriate aggregates. This chapter describes the various monitoring tools of SAP Business Information Warehouse (SAP BW) that help you with analysis during the running of queries. SAP BW also features tuning tools that will help you to optimize the query performance.

You can use the tools described in this chapter for a detailed analysis of running queries, the parameterization of query properties, and for tuning the query performance. As we did in Chapter 6, we'll also discuss various aspects of performance during the creation of queries.

10.1 OLAP Processor

To access the data stored in SAP BW, the end user doesn't need to know which database tables store the key figures and characteristics. Nor does the end user need to call specific aggregates in a query, or pay particular attention to the changed status of data in an InfoCube.

Data access does not occur directly on the data stored in the database; instead, data is accessed with the online analytical processing (OLAP) processor. The OLAP processor is a query management tool that translates the query defined by the end user into a language specific to the database. Then, it returns the data stored in the InfoProviders to the frontend in a multidimensional and formatted view.

Data access occurs with the analysis tools provided by the SAP Business Explorer (BEx), for example, BEx Analyzer, or with third-party query tools. You can use the following interfaces to connect the frontend tools of third parties (see Figure 10.1):
OLE DB for OLAP (ODBO)
OLAP BAPI (Business Application Programming Interface)
XML for Analysis (XML/A)

The interfaces are based on MDX (MultiDimensional Expressions) Processor, a query language developed by Microsoft for queries on multidimensional data.

Figure 10.1 Integrating the OLAP Processor in SAP BW

Table 10.1 lists the essential functions of the OLAP processor:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>➤ Dicing according to characteristics and removing dices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➤ Drilldown into hierarchy nodes and drillup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtering</td>
<td>➤ Limit and slice selection on characteristic values (individual values, value areas, and hierarchy values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>➤ Display and hide results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➤ Display key values and texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation and Aggregation</td>
<td>➤ Standard aggregation, such as totaling individual values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➤ Exception aggregation (MIN, MAX, and AVG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1 Functions of the OLAP Processor (Selection)
Analysis of the data is not only determined by the definition of the query, but also by the configuration of the OLAP processor, as described in more detail in the following sections.

### 10.2 OLAP Cache

The OLAP processor has a memory area that stores the result of every query in the main memory of the application server, or in tables or files. By storing the query results, new calls of the query with the same selection criteria, or subsets of the query, don’t require another selection in the database—instead, they can be answered from the faster cache memory of the application server. The OLAP cache is therefore an efficient performance tool to use for optimizing query runtimes.

The OLAP cache distinguishes between the **local cache** and the **global cache**. The local cache stores the results calculated by the OLAP processor for a session specifically by a user in the roll area. It is used when it is impossible to store the query result in the cross-transaction, global cache. Such a situation can arise when the global cache has been deactivated or turned off on the InfoProvider, or on the query. You cannot use the local cache in multiple sessions or by multiple users.

The global cache is a cross-transaction application buffer that stores the results and navigation status of a query in the main memory of the application server. As long as the OLAP processor needs the objects, they are stored in the roll area. All query sessions and query users can use the global cache.

Only the local cache was available up to SAP BW 2.0B. As of SAP BW 3.0B, both the global cache and the local cache are available. All users can

---

**Table 10.1** Functions of the OLAP Processor (Selection) (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query Performance</td>
<td>- Transparent consideration of aggregates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Reuse of query results in memory (OLAP caching)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Status</td>
<td>- Transparent consideration of status changes in data (the display of correct and consistent load requests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Transparent consideration of change runs and rollups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>- Translation of MDX commands from third-party interfaces into OpenSQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Translation of queries from analysis tools of the business explorer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
call objects buffered in the global cache unless using it is impossible, in which case the local cache is used.

When the OLAP processor uses data from the cache during a query run, the response time of the query is improved, because the read process of the cache is much, much faster than another selection of data in the database.

But a query can use the OLAP cache only if a previous query call used the same selection criteria, or if the new query calls a subset of a selection that has already run. The OLAP cache cannot be used with other selection criteria in a second call of the same query. In this case, the query results are stored in the cache and are available for a repetition of the identical call.

Invalidating the OLAP cache

A query may not use the OLAP cache if the data in the InfoCube has changed (inserted, updated, or deleted). For BasicCubes, non-transac-
tional operational data store (ODS) objects, and master data providers, SAP BW automatically sets a timestamp in Table RSDINFOPROVDATA when the data is changed. When a query is run, the OLAP processor compares this timestamp with the timestamp of the cache package. The cache package is ignored if the timestamp is older than the timestamp in Table RSDINFOPROVDATA.

A query cannot use the OLAP cache in the following cases:

► Activation of master data
► Use of navigation attributes or numeric variables with replacement data from attributes
► Activation of hierarchies used in the query as a selection or presentation hierarchy
► Modification of the query definition and regeneration

Up to SAP BW 3.0B, Support Package 17, a query was always regenerated as soon as something in the definition of the query or a reusable element of the query (a variable, structure, or a calculated or limited key figure) changed. At regeneration, the data used by the query in the OLAP cache was automatically invalidated, in other words, deleted. As of SAP BW 3.0B, Support Package 18 or SAP BW 3.1C, Support Package 12, a modification of the query does not automatically trigger the regeneration of the query. Instead, SAP BW compares the old definition of the query with the new definition and all its subobjects.
A regeneration of the query and deletion of the cache data occurs in the following cases:

- Modification of InfoProviders or the InfoObjects involved
- Modification of the currency translation or currency translation key
- Modification of specific variables or some of their properties

The query is regenerated for modifications of text variables and their use; however, the cache data is not invalidated in this case. The query is not regenerated for modification of texts and the exchange of structure elements.

If a query contains virtual characteristics or key figures, the standard settings of the OLAP cache cannot be used, because the OLAP cache manages only the cache objects in its own buffer area and the data targets based on the query. It does not invalidate the cache when data in other database tables is modified—data read using customer exit variables, for example. Nevertheless, if the OLAP cache is to be used, you must explicitly set the Query Properties in the corresponding dialog window, so that the data is written to the cache after it is read from the database and run through the customer exit.

Note that the OLAP cache is not invalidated after a modification of the data by the customer exit: therefore, the current data can differ from the cached data.

10.3 OLAP Cache Monitor

The OLAP cache monitor is the central monitoring tool for the OLAP cache. You can use the OLAP cache monitor to obtain a view of the global cache parameters, analyze the memory use of the query runtime objects, and analyze the underlying, current cache structure.

You can call the OLAP cache monitor using Transaction RSRCACHE. The Cache Parameter button enables you to call the settings for the global cache (see also Section 10.3.2). The Main Memory button can be used to call the current memory use of the OLAP cache (see Figure 10.2).
Figure 10.2 OLAP Cache Monitor

In the **Technical Info** submenu, you can call the current parameters of the runtime objects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLAP Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum cache size</td>
<td>Maximum size of the cache in MB. Default: 200 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current cache size</td>
<td>Total memory required for all cache objects in KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current swap size (for main memory cache mode with swapping or cluster/flat-file cache)</td>
<td>Size of the swap memory (background memory flat file or cluster table) in KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache filled</td>
<td>Percentage of the size of the filled cache of the overall cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total current entries</td>
<td>Sum of the current cache entries and current swap entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current cache entries</td>
<td>Number of all cache structure elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current swap entries</td>
<td>Number of all entries in the background memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2 OLAP Cache Parameters
You can use the **Buffer Objects: Hierarchical Display** submenu to call a hierarchical view of all buffer objects of a query directory in the OLAP cache. You can use the **Buffer Objects: List Display** submenu to display the cache objects in chronological sequence or a physical view of how they are stored in the cache.

By double-clicking on the **Query Name and Hierarchies/Variables** level, you can call a detailed display that shows the technical name, the date of the cache entry, the creator of the cache entry (the user who called the query), and information on the use of hierarchies or variables for each query (see Figure 10.3).

![Figure 10.3 Detailed Information on the Cache Objects](image)

You can delete selected buffer objects from the cache (see Figure 10.4) by highlighting the cache element that you want to delete and using the context menu. The **Delete** button removes all the buffer objects in the active view from the OLAP cache.
10.3.1 Cache Structure

The objects stored in the OLAP cache are stored in a specific cache structure in the buffer area. They can be displayed using the cache monitor.

From a logical viewpoint, the cache objects are structured hierarchically. A query directory is created for each query; the directory contains the structure elements of the cache.

The query directory maps the memory objects contained in the cache in three levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Object</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Technical name of the query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchies and variables</td>
<td>Structure for variables requested for the query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection and data</td>
<td>Structure for the complete selection for the query</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3 Memory Objects in the OLAP Cache
As shown in simplified form in Figure 10.5, an entry in the query directory of the OLAP cache is created for each query, depending on the selected selection criteria.

In this example, query 0001 is run with selection variable 0CUSTOMER for value area 1100 to 1200. Query name, selection variable, and hierarchy, and selection data are stored hierarchically in the cache data packages. A new cache entry is generated for another call of query 0001 with input variable 0CUSTOMER = 1300, because the selected value set is not yet present in the cache. If the next call of query 0001 selects the input value 0CUSTOMER = 1500, the query can use the cache, because the subset is already present in the cache (from the first query call).

If a second call of a query cannot read data from the cache, the variable assignment is often the reason. If variables are part of the fixed filter in the query, the OLAP cache must be set up again for each query. The reason is that the key of queries in the OLAP cache consists of "query" + "variables which cannot be changed for navigation" + "selection hierarchies". The cache always stores the value sets (or their subsets) calculated by the OLAP processor and can find the stored subsets or value sets for reuse only if the key of the subset is also a subset of the key of the previously calculated value set.

If you select the Can be changed in query navigation setting for a variable, the variable is no longer part of the Hierarchy/Variable key. It becomes part of the selection condition that is one level lower in the cache hierarchy. The same Hierarchy/Variable subtree is selected for variable selection if the entry has been calculated and stored.
You activate the **Can be changed in query navigation** setting in the SAP BW Variables Editor (see Figure 10.6).

To enable the greatest possible reusability of the cache objects, you should allow queries to be changed in query navigation. But please note the following when reusing cache objects. Only subsets of previously selected sets can be read from the cache, because the OLAP processor examines the relationships between the subsets. It does not combine different cache entries into a new subset.

### 10.3.2 Global Cache Parameters

You can set the global cache parameters via the SAP BW customizing menu using Transaction SPRO: **SAP Customizing Implementation Guide** • **SAP NetWeaver** • **SAP Business Information Warehouse** • **Reporting-relevant Settings** • **General Reporting Settings in Business Explorer** • **Global Cache Settings** (see Figure 10.7).
Storing the query results in the OLAP cache requires additional memory in the main memory of the application server. The size of the OLAP cache must be appropriate to manage the frequency of query calls and the number of users. The size of the global cache depends on the size of the local cache. Cache objects that are no longer used are deleted from the roll area when the size of the local cache is exceeded—for both types of cache objects.

You can configure the cache parameters using Transaction RSCUSTV14 (see 2 in Figure 10.7):

- **Cache Inactive**
  Activation of this configuration deactivates the cross-transaction cache. A query can no longer use the global cache—the local cache is used instead.

- **Local Size MB**
  This parameter sets the size of the local OLAP cache (in MB).
Global Size MB
This parameter sets the maximum value of memory use of all objects in the cross-transaction cache (in MB). The memory use is based on the memory requirements of the objects in the shared memory buffer. The memory usage in the shared memory buffer is generally greater, because it stores the OLAP cache runtime objects in compressed from in the application buffer, along with additional administrative data.

When setting the size of the global cache, note that the actual size of the cross-transaction cache is determined by the minimum value of the Global Size MB parameter and the actual memory available in the shared memory buffer (profile parameter rsdb/esm/buffersize_kb). You should therefore use Transaction ST02 to check whether the size of the export/import buffer is appropriate. The default setting of 4,096 KB is often too small. SAP recommends the following settings:

- rsdb/esm/buffersize_kb = 200000
- rsdb/esm/max_objects = 10000.

Persistence mode
The persistence mode sets whether and in what form cache data is to be stored and how the data is used when the maximum memory size has been reached. The following modes are available. You can set the modes in the OLAP cache parameters (Transaction RSCUSTV14).

- Inactive
  The data is deleted from the memory when the memory available for caching has been consumed.

- Flat file
  The data is swapped out into a file when the memory available for caching has been consumed. A repeated call of the cache object loads it into the cache memory.

- Database table
  The data is stored in a non-transparent cluster table or in a transparent table with BLOB\(^1\) (binary large object) in the database when the cache memory has been consumed. A repeated call of the cache object loads it into the cache memory.

---

\(^1\) BLOB (Binary Large Object) is a special type of data that can hold character strings of variable length (up to L+2 bytes, where L < 2\(^{16}\)). It is therefore suitable for storing large data quantities.
The persistence mode is closely related to the cache mode. The cache mode determines how query results and navigation statuses are stored in the cache as compressed files. The persistence mode determines how the cache objects are to be stored when the cache memory has been consumed. You can set the cache mode in Customizing for an InfoProvider as a default value for all queries on the InfoProvider in the SAP BW Customizing menu (Transaction SPRO): SAP Customizing Implementation Guide • SAP NetWeaver • SAP Business Information Warehouse • Reporting-relevant Settings • InfoProvider Properties or selectively for a query in the query monitor (Transaction RSRT). See also Section 10.4 on this topic.

Table 10.4 provides an overview of the cache mode and the persistence mode:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persistence Mode</th>
<th>Cache Mode</th>
<th>Persistent cache per application server or across several application servers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Data is purged from the cache when the cache memory has been consumed (corresponds to the main memory cache without swapping mode).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat file</td>
<td>Data is stored in a flat file when the cache memory has been consumed (corresponds to the main memory with swapping mode).</td>
<td>Cache objects are stored as files in a directory on the application server or across several application servers on a network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster table</td>
<td>Data is stored in a non-transparent cluster table when the cache memory has been consumed (corresponds to the main memory with swapping mode).</td>
<td>Data is stored as a non-transparent cluster table in the database (depends on the cache mode with or without application server in the key).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOB table</td>
<td>Data is stored in a transparent table with BLOB when the cache memory has been consumed (corresponds to the main memory with swapping mode).</td>
<td>Data is stored as a transparent table with BLOB in the database (depends on the cache mode with or without application server in the key).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4 Relationship Between Cache Mode and Persistence Mode

If you don’t select an entry for the persistence mode (initial value), the system sets the persistence mode to Inactive.

You should check which persistence mode is selected for the queries. For larger result sets, the transparent table (BLOB) can provide better per-
formance, because of its more efficient database operations. For smaller result sets, the cluster table can be advantageous, because the BLOB fields in the database require more administrative effort.

To store cache objects in files (cache modes: Main Memory with Swapping, Flat File Cache per Application Server, and Flat File Cache Across Application Servers), you must first define the logical file path, the physical file path, and the file name. You can maintain the parameters using Transaction FILE, or via the Logical File Names menu in the OLAP cache monitor (see Section 10.3 and Figure 10.8).

Figure 10.8  Maintaining the Logical and Physical File Names

First, you must define the logical file path of the flat file (Step 1: Logical File Path Definition). The platform-independent, logical file path is analyzed at runtime to determine the platform-dependent, physical path. The physical file path is defined in the next step (Step 2: Assignment of Physical Paths to Logical Paths). Table 10.5 provides an overview of the parameterization of the logical file path:
The physical path is platform-independent and must be set according to the system configuration. The file should be located as close to the application server as possible so that it can be found and read quickly. The physical path is set up according to the following structure: `/usr/<SYSID>/global/<FILENAME>`. Except for the `<FILENAME>` parameter, you can select the path per your requirements, as long as it conforms to the configuration of the system. The `<FILENAME>` parameter must be replaced with the physical file name. The complete, platform-specific file name is actually created automatically only at runtime: it consists of the physical path and the physical file name. A specific schema is stipulated for the definition of the physical file name.

To store the file on the application server, you must use the syntax `CACHE_<HOST>_<SYSID>_<PARAM_1>`

For cross-application server storage, you must use the syntax `CACHE_<SYSID>_<PARAM_1>`

The `<HOST>` parameter specifies the name of the computer or server. The variable is unnecessary if the data is stored across application servers. The `<SYSID>` parameter differentiates the systems when two SAP BW systems run on one application server. The `<PARAM_1>` parameter is a sequential number in HEX.

### 10.3.3 OLAP Properties for InfoProviders

You can use the SAP BW Customizing menu to make global settings for the OLAP cache and to parameterize the default settings of an InfoProvider regarding its read and cache modes. Use Transaction SPRO and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logical File Path</th>
<th>Cache Mode</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW_OLAP_CACHE</td>
<td>Main Memory Cache with Swapping</td>
<td>Logical file path to store the data to be swapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistent cache for each</td>
<td>Logical file path to store all data if the cache data is to be stored in one file. The application server is an element of the file name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>application server</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_OLAP_CACHESPAN</td>
<td>Persistent cache across</td>
<td>The flat file name indicates the logical file path for storing all data. The application server is not an element of the file name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>application servers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.5 Parameterization of the Logical File Path
menu path SAP Customizing Implementation Guide · SAP NetWeaver · SAP Business Information Warehouse · Reporting-relevant Settings · General Reporting Settings in Business Explorer · InfoProvider Properties to call the maintenance dialog (see 1 in Figure 10.9).

After you select the InfoProvider 2, you can set the OLAP properties, Read Mode and Cache Mode for the InfoProvider 3.

The settings apply to all queries that will be created for the InfoProvider. You can make OLAP default settings for existing queries using the query monitor (see Section 10.4).

The read mode of the InfoProvider determines how the OLAP processor retrieves the data during navigation. New queries are then created with the default read mode of the InfoProvider. If no default read mode is set for the InfoProvider, the read mode is set to Hierarchical Reread.

You can use the cache mode of the InfoProvider to set the type of storage for query results calculated by the OLAP processor. You can select from the options listed in Table 10.6:
The cache modes, *Persistent Cache per Application Server* and *Persistent Cache Across Application Servers* are available as of SAP BW 3.0B, Support Package 13, or SAP BW 3.1C, Support Package 07.

For specific InfoProviders, for which the SAP BW system does not control data changes (RemoteCubes and transactional ODS objects, for example), the query results calculated by the OLAP processor cannot be stored, by default, in the cross-transaction application buffer (cache validity = 0 seconds). You can maintain the cache validity, that is, the retention period of the cache objects, for queries of such InfoProviders in the customizing settings of the InfoProvider. The cache validity of queries of other InfoProviders is automatically determined with the timestamp of the last change of their metadata, master data, and transaction data.

### 10.3.4 Cache Purging and Swapping

When the memory capacity of the OLAP cache is exhausted (when the maximum cache size has been reached), cache objects must be purged (deleted) or stored elsewhere so that additional data can be written to the cache. Depending on the cache mode selected, you have two options here:

- **Main Memory Cache Without Swapping**
  
  Data is purged from the cache (deleted).

- **Main Memory Cache With Swapping**
  
  Data is swapped from the cache to a background memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Mode in InfoProvider</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache is inactive</td>
<td>The cross-transaction cache is switched off for the selected InfoProvider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main memory cache with/without swapping</td>
<td>The cross-transaction cache is switched on for the selected InfoProvider (default value). Cache data is stored in a background cache once the memory available for caching has been consumed (with swapping).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent cache per application server or across application servers</td>
<td>The cache data is stored persistently in a cluster table or in flat files for each application server or across application servers. Unlike the case with the main memory cache mode, no swapping takes place.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.6 Cache Mode of the InfoProvider

---

OLAP Cache Monitor 259
You can view the status of the cache objects using the status flag in the OLAP cache monitor (Main Memory - Buffer Objects: Hierarchical Display or Buffer Objects: List Display, see Figure 10.10).

Figure 10.10 Status of the Buffer Objects in the Main Memory of the OLAP Cache

The Write flag is set when a cache element is written to the cache for the first time and the cache mode is persistent. No Write flag is set for the new cache elements if the cache mode is not persistent. The Read flag is set when the cache object is called again. Cache objects with a Read flag have been read from the OLAP cache. Cache objects that have been swapped from the cache to background memory are marked with the Swapped flag. The Dirty flag is set when the data is written to background memory before being purged and the cache mode is persistent. The Dirty flag corresponds to the Write flag with purging. The Directory flag marks the highest node of the content directory of the queries.

10.4 Query Monitor

The query monitor is the administration, testing, and monitoring tool for SAP BEx queries. You can use the query monitor to generate, test, and run SAP BEx queries and to configure general properties of queries. You can call the query monitor using Transaction RSRT (see Figure 10.11).
From the viewpoint of performance, the settings for query properties, the performance information, and the test functions of a query (debugging) are especially important. The following sections describe these points in more detail.

### 10.4.1 Query Properties

In the **Query Properties** dialog window of the query monitor (see Figure 10.12), you can configure settings for the Read Mode, Cache Mode, and Optimization Mode of the query.

The read mode of a query determines how often the OLAP processor retrieves data from the database during query navigation. The query definition tells the OLAP processor which data it must select. The query definition is determined by the InfoObjects of the query, with a distinction between the InfoObjects in rows (key figures + characteristics), the InfoObjects in columns (key figures + characteristics), the free characteristics, and the filter characteristics. As early as the first navigation step of the query, the InfoObject data in the rows, columns, and filter is read from the database. The data of the free characteristics, however, doesn't need to be read until the dicing of the free characteristics in the query occurs.
Figure 10.12 Configuring the Query Properties in the Query Monitor

Figure 10.13 Query Definition
The read mode distinguishes between three types of read processes:

- Read all data (setting A: Query to Read All Data At Once)
- Reread the data (setting X: Query to Read Data During Navigation)
- Reread the data when expanding a hierarchy (setting H: Query to Read When You Navigate or Expand Hierarchies)

The default setting for a new query is Read Mode H: Query to Read When You Navigate or Expand Hierarchies or the setting made using Transaction RDMD in Customizing for the underlying InfoProvider. In the query monitor, you can change the default settings of the read mode for existing queries. The read mode settings made in the query monitor overrule the settings of the InfoProvider underlying the query. You can define the cache validity of the cache objects only in Customizing for InfoProviders.

The Read all Data read mode includes only one read procedure. All the data needed by the query is read from the database in the first step and loaded into the main memory of the OLAP processor. For all additional navigation steps, including the navigation through the free characteristics, the data is aggregated and calculated from the main memory. Another read access to the database is not required.

![Diagram of Read Mode: Read all Data](image)

The example shown in Figure 10.14 selects hierarchy level 2 for the Country object in query call 1 and the fixed value of 9000 for the Material object. Additional navigation steps do not limit Country any further and select the fixed value of 8000 for Material. Despite the changed query selection, query call 2 does not read from the database, because all the selection data of the query is present in the OLAP cache with the first call as the result of navigation.
Once all the data of the query has been loaded into the main memory of the OLAP processor, all additional navigation steps of the query are quite fast, because they don’t need to access the database again. However, the first call of the query is very slow, because all the data, including the data of the free characteristics, must be retrieved from the database in a read step. The read process can last quite a long time for queries with many free characteristics.

The **Read all Data** read mode should be used for only very small Info-Cubes. Because this read mode also reads all the free characteristics of the query in the first step, it provides the least support for the concept of aggregates to store preaggregated subsets of data (see also Chapter 11). Queries that contain many free characteristics also require a great deal of cross-transactional memory for the OLAP cache.

In the **Reread the Data** read mode, the OLAP processor requires only the necessary data for each navigation step. The data of the free characteristics is read only when it is needed for a dice. Data is read from the OLAP cache when the navigation results have already been selected once. Unlike the **Reread the Data when Expanding a Hierarchy** read mode, this read mode always reads external hierarchies completely at the leaf level, even if a query selects a higher level.

![Figure 10.15 Read Mode: Reread the Data](image)

The example shown in Figure 10.15 handles the second query call with `Country` * completely from the OLAP cache. The first query call selected the fixed value of 9000 for `Material` and the entire external hierarchy for `Country` was read into the OLAP cache. The third query call must once
again access the database, because the OLAP cache does not yet contain the navigation result with the fixed value of 8000 for Material.

The **Reread the Data** read mode navigates more slowly than the **Read all Data** read mode, because it must access the database for every navigation step if the navigation result is not yet present in the OLAP cache. However, this read mode is best suited for the use of aggregates, even when the query uses a large number of free characteristics.

The **Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy** read mode selects the smallest amount of data. This is why this mode requires the most reads on the database. Where the **Reread the Data** read mode reads the expanded hierarchy completely in the first step, the **Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy** read mode reads only the data up to the selected hierarchy level in the first step. If a deeper level of the hierarchy is required in another navigation step, the database must be accessed again.

![Diagram of Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy](image)

Figure 10.16 Read Mode: Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy

The second query call with hierarchy level 2 in the example shown in Figure 10.16 can use the OLAP cache from Country, because the first call already selected the deeper query hierarchy level, Level 3, of Country. The third query call must access the database, because hierarchy level 4 of Country is not yet present in the OLAP cache as a navigation result.

When you use hierarchy aggregates, you must set the read mode of the query to **Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy**; otherwise, you can’t use the hierarchy attributes. You should use this read mode for large hierarchies (from about 500 hierarchy nodes). If you don’t, the first call in the **Reread the Data** read mode can result in long waits.
Table 10.7 provides an overview of all three read modes.

In most cases, the **Reread the Data When Expanding a Hierarchy** read mode provides the best response times, because each navigation step has to read only the required data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read Mode</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Read all data                                  | ▶ Very fast query navigation after the first call, because all the data is present in the OLAP cache. | ▶ First call is slow  
▶ Significant limitations on the use of characteristic aggregates  
▶ Requires more memory in the OLAP cache | ▶ Use this read mode only with small InfoCubes  
▶ Use this read mode only in queries containing few free characteristics. |
| Reread the data                                | ▶ The first call is very fast, because only the required data is selected.  
▶ Good hit rate for characteristic aggregates  
▶ Rapid response time for small hierarchies | ▶ Requires waiting for additional calls if the selection is not identical to the first call. | ▶ Use this read mode for small hierarchies  
▶ Use this read mode with large quantities of results. |
| Reread the data when expanding a hierarchy    | ▶ The first call is very fast, because only the required data is selected. | ▶ Selects the smallest amount of data in the first call, so that changes to navigation require read accesses to the database. | ▶ The use of this read mode is required for hierarchy aggregates. |

The read mode of an InfoCube defined via Transaction SPRO in the Customizing Guide is stored in Table RSDCUBE. The read modes of a query defined in the query properties via Transaction RSRT are stored in Table RSRREPDIR. Both tables provide a quick overview of the read modes for an InfoCube and for a query.

You can select the tables using the table browser (Transaction SE16). Figure 10.17 shows Table RSDCUBE. To view only active and usable InfoCubes, you should limit the selection to OBJVERS = "A" and OBJSTAT = "ACT".
The `READMODE` column indicates the read mode of the InfoCube:

- **A** = query reads all data at once
- **X** = query to read data during navigation
- **H** = query to read data when you navigate or expand hierarchies

The `CACHEMODE` column indicates the cache mode of the InfoCube:

- **0/Blank** = cache is inactive
- **1** = main memory cache without swapping
- **2** = main memory cache with swapping
- **3** = persistent cache for each application server
- **4** = persistent cache across application servers

Buffer objects are chronologically stored flat in the OLAP cache as data packets. After the first run of a query and every 31 days after the last optimization, the OLAP processor determines the optimal initial size of the cache.
Storage Package (SP) cache packages. You can set the time of the optimization of the memory structure of cache packages in the query properties.

![Query Optimization Mode](image)

You can set the optimization mode of the query in the dialog shown in Figure 10.18:

- **Option 0**
  Query Will Be Optimized after Generation. The query is optimized after generation in this optimization mode.

- **Option 1**
  Query Optimization with Individual Periods in Days. This mode is identical to option 0, but you can also select the period of optimization in days.

- **Option 9**
  Query Optimization Inactive. In this mode, the memory structure of the table is not optimized after generation of the query.

### 10.4.2 Debugging Options

To enable specific examination of individual queries, SAP BW provides a query monitor that you can call using Transaction RSRT (see Figure 10.19). The query monitor enables the execution of individual queries with various debugging options.

After you select a query, it can be executed via the **Execute + Debug** button with a selection of various debugging options. The debugging options provide various ways for you to display or examine specific elements of a query. For example, you can select the **Display SQL/MDX Query** option to display the SQL statement of the query.
For complex queries, the **Display Aggregate Found** option enables you to display the aggregate in use. Queries on MultiProviders display the aggregates with their technical names for all the InfoProviders involved, one after the other. If an aggregate cannot be used, the InfoCubes involved are displayed along with all the InfoObjects and filter settings used in the query. When displaying an aggregate with its six-digit ID, you can use Table RSDCUBE to determine the InfoCube assigned to the aggregate.
In Figure 10.20, the query executes a database access on Aggregate 100450. The first column lists all the database accesses, one after the other. The \textit{Aggregate/InfoCube} column lists the aggregate by its six-digit, internal SAP BW ID, or the InfoCube. The \textit{InfoObject} columns list all InfoObjects required in the query access with their technical names or semantic descriptions. Some entries are listed in two separate, marked boxes, because in this way, help you to better understand their function. The first box whose column names begin with “S” contains suggested values for the aggregation type, the hierarchy used (if the aggregation type is H; otherwise, it’s 0), the hierarchy level, and fixed values (if the aggregation type is F; otherwise, it’s 0). The names of the columns in the second box begin with “A”. This box contains the corresponding entries for the aggregate found.

The aggregation type can have the following properties:

- \textbf{*}: all values
- \textbf{F}: fixed value
- \textbf{H}: hierarchy level
- \textbf{G}: navigation attribute
- Blank
As shown in Figure 10.20, the aggregate found contains many InfoObjects, including 0CALDAY, 0CALMONTH, 0CALWEEK, 0FISCPER, and 0FISCVARNT, where no fixed values or hierarchy level is set for any of these objects.

Note that the results column of the fixed values in the query monitor RSRT shows only the SID values, not the characteristic values themselves. You can identify the corresponding fixed value with the SID key in SID table /B10/S<InfoObject> or /BIC/S<InfoObject>.

If aggregates are already present but are not used, you can use the Select Aggregate debugging option to see why the available aggregates have not been used (see Figure 10.21). The InfoObjects that lead to the non-use of an aggregate are listed for all aggregates of the InfoCube. This lack of use always occurs when the corresponding InfoObject is not contained in the aggregate, or an inappropriate fixed value is defined for the InfoObject in the aggregate, or the query requires a lower degree of detail than exists in the aggregate.

Figure 10.21 “Select Aggregate” Debugging Option
When you display the results of the query in the query monitor, you can choose from the following options: List, BEx Analyzer, and HTML (see Figure 10.22). If you want to check various query navigation steps for the use of aggregates, you should select the HTML display option, because it provides the full scope of query navigation. The selected debugging option is executed at each query navigation step.

Figure 10.22 Query Results in HTML in the Query Monitor with Complete Navigation Options

10.4.3 Performance Information in the Query Monitor

You can use the Performance Info button shown in Figure 10.11 to call performance-relevant information on the query that does *not* correspond to the system recommendations. The information refers to the following areas:
The query trace is another option for logging individual query steps during the execution of a query. The trace must be switched on separately for each user for whom you want to record a trace. You can activate a trace using Transaction RSRTRACE or SAP BEx Analyzer by selecting the Trace option (see Figure 10.23).

Table 10.8 Performance Information in the Query Monitor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Info Area</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query Definition</td>
<td>Query cannot use the aggregates (corresponds to the information provided in Technical Information under OLAP-relevant Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read mode X or A (see read mode, Section 10.4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Query cannot use the cache (corresponds to the information provided in Technical Information under Cache-relevant Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Query uses customer exits (see also Section 10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are non-cumulative values with AVi (corresponds to the information provided in Technical Information under Non-cumulative flags)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoProvider</td>
<td>The InfoProvider is a MultiProvider (see also Section 10.8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB statistics require checking (see also Section 9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB index requires checking (see also Section 9.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.23 Switching on the Query Trace via SAP BEx Analyzer

Query Trace
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You can configure the trace for a specific topic when you activate the query trace using Transaction RSRTRACE (see Figure 10.24). You must add individual users with the Plus (+) button and can remove them from the trace by clicking on the Minus (–) button. You can use the Configure user button to configure the trace for specific users.

Whether you activate the trace via the Trace option in SAP BEx Analyzer or by using the trace tool RSRTRACE, the trace only goes into effect when the user logs on again, after the trace has been activated. Note that you should activate the trace only for specific analyses, because the logs that result from the trace can affect the performance negatively.

After you execute the query steps that you want to analyze, you should turn off the trace, because constant trace recording demands a great deal of system performance. The log recordings are stored in a trace log and can be called at any time. You can use the DB Debugging button to go through individual steps of the trace at a later time.

You can list the recorded trace logs via the All logs button (see Figure 10.25). Double-click on one of the trace logs in the list to display the recorded trace (see Figure 10.26).
You can use the **Analyze Trace** button to call Transaction RSRCATTTRACE (see Figure 10.27).

Figure 10.26  Log Steps of Trace Recording
Figure 10.27 Test Program RSRCATTRACE

Figure 10.28 Playing Back a Recorded Log Using RSRCATTRACE
You must enter the log number of the trace log and the system in the initial view of test program RSRCATTTTRACE. You can then use the **Execute + Debug** function to rerun the recorded log, just as it was recorded at the time of logging. The system displays the dialog box familiar from Transaction RSRT once again. Here you can select functions to display the SQL statement, or the aggregates found (see Figure 10.28).

Transactions RSRTRACE and RSRCATTTTRACE are particularly well suited to generating suggested aggregates for the first navigation step and all additional navigation steps of a query.

### 10.6 SAP BW Reporting Agent

The reporting agent in SAP BW enables the execution of various reporting functions in the background. For example, you can automatically print queries in the background or precalculate web templates. In addition to other functions of the reporting agent, these two procedures are especially appropriate for warming up (populating) the OLAP cache with the results of the report precalculation, in order to enable faster live access to data from the OLAP cache with identical query navigation.

#### 10.6.1 Printing Queries

You can make the settings required for printing queries in the Reporting Agent menu of the Administrator Workbench. In the **Print** submenu, first select the InfoCube and the query for which you want to generate automatic batch printing.

If no reporting agent settings exist for a query, you must first create them (see ![Creating reporting agent settings](#) in Figure 10.29). In the subsequent screen ![Creating reporting agent settings](#), you must enter a technical name for the query-specific reporting agent settings in the **General** tab. You can use the **Print settings** tab to set the printing process. The **Print layout** tab enables you to configure the design of the InfoObjects of the query in print. If you want to use the batch printing function of the reporting agent only to populate the OLAP cache in batch, you do not need to specify the print settings and print layout in any more detail.

If you want to schedule a query with input variables for batch printing, you must first create a variant for the input of the variable (see ![Creating reporting agent settings](#) in Figure 10.30).
Figure 10.29  Creating New Reporting Agent Settings for Batch Printing

Figure 10.30  Creating Variants for Input Variables in the Reporting Agent
With the creation of a variant 2, the values for the input of the variables at runtime are already preselected to use for printing in the background 3.

After you create the reporting agent settings, you must create a scheduling package for background processing (see Figure 10.31). The scheduling package is used to set the time of background processing for the query. You can combine several reporting agent settings in one scheduling package. The settings are then precalculated in a single job (see also 1 in Figure 10.32).

![Figure 10.31 Creating Scheduling Packages in the Reporting Agent](image)

In the next step, you use drag and drop to assign a reporting agent setting to a scheduling package (1 in Figure 10.32). You can then schedule the scheduling package as a job (2 and 3) or insert it into a process chain.
10.6.2 Precalculating Web Templates

The calculation of web templates is another option for the automatic pre-calculation of query results. Web templates are HTML documents with placeholders specific to SAP BW. The templates display query results in a web browser. You can use precalculated web templates to write query results to the OLAP cache automatically, where they remain available for identical navigation steps, or where they can be called as static web reports, without having to execute an OLAP query.

You must first create a web template to be able to precalculate query results with web templates (see Figure 10.33). Then, you must create the reporting agent settings 1 for the web template.
You can configure the reporting agent setting in the subsequent screen 2. Use the **General** tab to define the name of the reporting agent setting and to enter information on the last change (after the first save) and information on the scheduling packages that will use the setting.

You can use the **Parameter** tab to define what is to be precalculated. For the calculation of large result sets, you should select the **Data** option in the **Calculate** menu because the OLAP processor will not have to request the data during later calls of the web template—only the HTML page will have to be generated. When you use workbooks, note that the reporting agent cannot precalculate workbooks. If you want to place the results of a workbook into the OLAP cache, you must schedule each query individually.

If the query uses input variables, you can create a variant that stores the selection values—just as you can use precalculation with background printing.
After you enter the reporting agent settings, you must generate a scheduling package that can be executed via a job or a process chain. The procedure is similar to the configuration of batch printing (see Section 10.6.1).

Both procedures are appropriate for automatic precalculation of a query and making the resulting quantities available as cache elements in the OLAP cache. The procedures differ in the medium used for the query results: static web report, Excel, or batch printing.

10.7 Frontend Performance and Network

In addition to the previous comments on the performance of SAP BW reports, the runtime of a query is also affected by the query frontend and the capacity of the network to transmit data. The following section first describes the basics of communication between the frontend PC and the application server. It highlights the differences between frontend performance, depending on the query tool selected (SAP BEx Analyzer and Web Analyzer), the network capacity available, and the optimization options for frontend performance.

SAP BW provides two tools for the execution of reports: SAP BEx Analyzer for reporting in Microsoft Excel, and SAP Web Applications for web reports that you can design in a web browser using SAP Web Application Designer (WAD).

10.7.1 SAP BEx Analyzer

SAP BEx Analyzer is an Excel-based client query tool of SAP BW and is based on an add-in for Microsoft Excel: sapbex.xla. Excel add-ins (*.xla files) are supplemental programs that provide user-defined commands and functions (for data analysis, for example) in Excel.

The SAP BW frontend is a frontend component specific to SAP BW that is installed locally with the SAP GUI on the frontend PC in the ...\SAP\Frontend\BW directory or on a Windows Terminal Server (WTS).

The SAP frontend for Windows (SAP GUI for Windows) has been delivered in compilations since July 1999. A new compilation is assembled when the components contained within it (such as the add-on for SAP BW or SAP Supply Chain Management, SAP SCM) have changed. The new compilation contains all the components of the previous version, the patches that have appeared in the meantime, and the new components.
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